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Abstract 

The multi-scale hybrid structure with vertically aligned carbon nanotubes (CNTs) grown on 

SiC microplate was achieved using chemical vapor deposition method. A high degree of 

carbon nanotube dispersion was obtained in the CNT-SiC/epoxy composites with an electrical 

percolation threshold (0.120 vol.%). The CNT-SiC hybrids could successfully serve as 

potential strain sensors. In-situ electrical resistance of CNT-SiC/epoxy composites linearly 

increased with strain in elastic region and then started to decrease when it entered into 

plastic region. This distinctive behavior of the resistance change could be applied to 

obviously identify elastic and plastic deformation in the composites, which was failed in the 

randomly orientated CNTs filled composites only with monotonic increase of electrical 

resistance until ultimate fracture. 

 

 

1 Introduction 

With their superior mechanical and electrical properties, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) can 

serve as not only the structural reinforcement but also the excellent in situ sensor in structural 

composites [1-3]. One of the challenges in using carbon nanotube network for damage 

sensing is how to disperse carbon nanotubes in polymer matrix. Recently, some researches 

about the hybrid structures consisting of CNTs and micrometer particles have shown that the 

CNT distribution and organization can be well controlled by optimizing the nano/micrometer 

hybrid structures in the matrix [4,5]. In our previous work, nano-micro hybrids has been 

obtained by in situ grafting of CNTs with different architectures on spherical alumina or SiC 

microparticles using chemical vapor deposition (CVD), where these particles provide efficient 

structures to improve the dispersion of CNTs within the polymer matrix [6-8]. However, to 

date, the use of hybrids with well-controlled CNTs as damage sensor has not been addressed 

on yet. Most of the available investigations on the damage sensor are limited to randomly 

orientated CNTs. When subjected to tensile stress, electrical resistance of the composites 

usually increased monotonically until the catastrophic failure [9-12]. There is still no obvious 

information to identify the elastic and plastic deformation of the composites by using these 

prevalent CNTs as damage sensor. Obviously, it is desirable that the multiform hybrid 

architectures constituted of well-organized CNTs mentioned above could solve this urgent 

issue. In our work, CNT-SiC nano/micro hybrids with vertically aligned CNTs grown on SiC 

microplate was proposed as damage sensor. Such hybrid structure is obtained by the self-
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organization of carbon nanotubes on SiC microplate via chemical vapor deposition (CVD) 

synthesis. The epoxy composites based on CNT-SiC hybrids were fabricated and conducted a 

coupled electro-mechanical measurement. Very low fraction of vertically aligned CNTs 

(0.120 vol.%) could form electrically percolating networks. The in situ resistance change of 

the CNT-SiC/epoxy composites in the elastic and plastic regions was focused on. The 

percolating networks of CNT-SiC hybrids could be applied to successfully identify elastic and 

plastic region in the composites, which has usually been failed by using the traditional 

randomly oriented CNTs.  

2 Materials and experimental process 

Vertically aligned carbon nanotubes (CNTs) were synthesized on SiC microplates by a 

chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method. SiC microplates (Arion Technologie) with size of 

about 1μm were employed as substrate for CNT growth. Acetylene (C2H2) was selected as 

carbon source and ferrocene Fe (C5H5)2 as catalyst precursor. A low-magnification SEM 

image Fig. 1a gives the whole morphology of each CNT-SiC hybrid. CNTs vertically aligned 

on the surface of SiC microplates, which can be clearly seen in the enlarged inset image. The 

thickness of the SiC microplate is about 1μm and the length of CNTs is about 10-15μm. 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) shows that the mass fraction of CNTs in CNT-SiC 

hybrids is about 30% (see Fig. 1b).  

 
 

   Figure 1. (a) SEM image and (b) Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the CNT-SiC hybrids. 

 

The CNT-SiC hybrids were dispersed in epoxy resin using a three-roll mill following a 

well-established protocol, where the gaps between adjacent rollers were set as 25μm. The 

mixture was degassed for 20min and curing agent (1084, Resoltech Ltd, at a ratio of 1/3 to 

epoxy resin) was added to the dispersion. Subsequently, the resulting epoxy matrix 

composites were cured at 60
o
C under 10Mpa for 3 h. Dumbbell-shape samples with 1.0 mm 

in thickness, 50.0 mm in length, and 12.0 and 4.0 mm in maximal and minimal widths were 

obtained and edge-polished for tensile testing. 

The fracture surfaces were observed using a field emission SEM (Germany ZEISS, LEO 

1530 Gemini). Prior to measurement, silver paste electrodes were applied to both sides of the 

samples in order to reduce the contact resistance. Quasi-static and incremental cyclic tensile 

tests were carried out in a micro-tensile machine (Instron 5544) at a fixed displacement rate of 

0.2mm/min. For cyclic loading, the specimens were loaded and un-loaded at the same rate 

with progressively increasing peak values of cyclic load. A Keithley 2400voltage-current 

meter was used to measure the in-plane volume electrical resistance of the specimens by 

sourcing a constant voltage of 20 V and measuring the current using a two-probe method. The 

electrical contact resistance is very small relative to the overall specimen resistance due to the 

nature of these specimens. All the resistance, strain, and load data were recorded using data 

acquisition software written by Lab View. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Microstructure of the composites 

Fig. 2 shows SEM images of the fracture surface of the epoxy composites based on CNT-

SiC hybrids. It can be seen that the original architecture of CNT-SiC hybrid is retained after 

being mixed with epoxy (Fig. 2a) and the CNTs grown on SiC microplate shows good 

dispersion in the epoxy matrix which offered wide conducting space or more conducting path 

(Fig. 2b). This CNT distribution may mainly influence the conduction mechanism of the two 

composite. 

  

  Figure 2. SEM images of the CNT-SiC/epoxy composites. 

 

3.2 dc conductivity of the composites 

To reach the percolation threshold, the epoxy composites with different volume fractions of 

CNT-SiC hybrids are fabricated. Fig. 3 shows the dc conductivity versus the volume fraction 

of conductive fillers in the CNT-SiC/epoxy composites. A moderate increase in conductivity 

is observed when the volume fraction of conductive filler is below the percolation threshold, 

while it becomes significant after the volume fraction is above the percolation threshold. The 

variation of conductivity shows a good agreement with the typical power law [2]: 

  c

t

c ffasff                                             (1) 

Where, σ, ƒ, ƒc and t are the conductivity of the composite, volume fraction of the fillers, 

percolation threshold and critical exponent in the conducting region which depends on the 

dimensionality of the conductive network. In our research about the CNT-SiC/epoxy system, 

ƒ is the volume fraction of the CNT instead of the hybrids. The best fits of the experimental  

 
Figure 3. DC conductivities of the CNT-SiC/epoxy composites as a function of the CNT volume content. The 

insets show the best fit of the dc electrical conductivities of the composites to Eq. (1). 

 

conductivity data to the log-log plots of the power laws give ƒc =0.0012 and t=2.9 (see the 

insets in Fig. 3). The critical exponent of the two system exhibits higher values than the 

universal ones (1.6~2 for a three-dimensional network and ≈1.43 for two-dimensional 
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network), respectively [13]. According to the value of critical exponent, we can conclude that 

the high degree of carbon nanotube distribution can efficiently increase its utilization ratio in 

forming conducting network at lower loading.  

3.3 Mechanical behavior and strain-dependent resistance characterization 

Fig. 4 demonstrates the characteristic stress ~ strain (σ ~ ε) response curves (solid lines) 

and the corresponding strain-dependent resistance change (dotted lines) of the epoxy-based 

composites with various contents of CNT-SiC hybrids under quasi-static loading. In view of 

potential applications on strain sensing materials, strain sensitivity is defined as gauge factor 

(k). It is the slope of the linear region and expressed as [10] 

k
R

R

o


 

                                                 (2) 

The sensitivities of damage in the composites decrease with the increase of the CNT-SiC 

content. 

 
Figure 4. Stress-strain and resistance-change response curves of the CNT-SiC/epoxy composites with different 

contents of CNT-SiC hybrids under quasi-static loading. 

 

A detailed research of the characteristic stress ~ strain response curve and the 

corresponding resistance-change of the epoxy composite with 0.7 wt% CNT-SiC hybrids is 

shown in Fig. 5. The resistance monotonically increases then begins to decrease when the 

strain passes a critical value εr, which obviously divides the dotted line into Region І and ІІ.  

 
Figure 5. Stress-strain and resistance-change response curves of the CNT-SiC/epoxy composites with 0.7 wt% 

CNT-SiC hybrids under quasi-static loading. 

 

The stress-strain curve (0~εr) displays a typical linear-elastic behavior (see the inset), which is 

reconciled with the well-known Hooke’s Law. Traditionally, the elastic and plastic region 

could be identified via offset yield point. A 0.2% offset strain has been taken to define the 

offset yield point (Y). In order to further verify the yield point, the specimen is also subjected 

to an incremental tensile cyclic test as shown in Fig. 6. At the first third cycles, though the 
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damage is initiated and there is crack re-open in each subsequent cycle, elastic deformation 

followed by new crack formation could be identified in the resistance-change curve. During 

the fourth cycle, there is a larger resistance change upon re-loading and also a permanent 

resistance appears change in the unloaded state due to the plastic deformation of the 

composites (see Fig. 6b). That is, once the yield point where σy≈46 MPa is passed, the plastic 

deformation happened. Meanwhile, the corresponding εy is very close to εr. As a result, this in 

situ sensing behavior of our CNT-SiC hybrids in the composites could offer valuable 

information for identifying the elastic and plastic region. 

  
Figure 6. Stress-strain and resistance-change response curves of the CNT-SiC/epoxy composites with 0.7 wt% 

CNT-SiC hybrids under incremental cyclic loading. 

 

Before tensile loading, the vertically aligned CNTs well dispersed in the matrix and the 

conductive networks are formed (Fig. 7a). In the elastic region, the elastic deformation makes 

the number of contact points between CNTs on different SiC microplates decrease (Fig. 7b).  

As a result, the in situ electrical resistance increases in this region. When the plastic 

deformation occurs, there is reformation of the conductive networks after their break-ups, 

which can be explained by the electrical tunneling resulted from the closing of the micro-

cracks because of Poisson’s contraction [14]. There is a good dispersion of the vertically 

aligned CNTs and two neighboring CNTs grown on SiC are not overlapping yet still situated 

closely enough to allow electrical tunneling, which is different from the case of randomly 

orientated CNTs. Besides, Poisson’s ratio effect and the intense movement of the polymer 

chain may result in the rotation of some CNT bundles grown on SiC along the stress direction 

(Fig. 7e). This rotation of CNT bundle is different from that of randomly orientated CNTs 

because only free ends of them could be rotated and the other ends are attached to SiC 

microplate. Besides, the possible reorientation of the SiC microplate could not be seen from 

the optical image because the SiC microplate is much smaller compared to the CNTs. 

Therefore, it is possible for this kind of nano/micro hybrid to reform the conductive networks 

in the plastic region (Fig. 7c). This may explain the decrease of electrical resistance when it 

entered into the plastic region. 

4 Conclusion 
Electrically conductive epoxy composites with CNT-SiC nano/micro hybrids and randomly 

orientated carbon nanotubes were comparably studied concerning their potential applications 

for strain sensors. The strain-dependent electrical resistance of the CNT-SiC/epoxy 

composites could be applied to identify the elastic and plastic region. This in situ sensing 

behavior was failed in the randomly orientated CNTs/epoxy composites only with monotone 

increase of electrical resistance until ultimate fracture. Therefore, it becomes possible to limit 

the composites within the elastic region using their in situ resistance change which hold very 

promise for the safe use of composites as structural components.  
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Figure 7. (a)~(c) Schematics of evolution of the conductive networks; (d), (e) Optical images of CNT-SiC 

hybrids during tensile loading. The dotted line represents the conductive networks. 
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